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Instructions:  
 

1. Fold Cherry Cobbler BASE card in half.  
2. Run Very Vanilla CS 4” x 5 ¼” through Big Shot using the Holly Embossing Folder and adhere to front 

of Cherry Cobbler Base. 
3. Stamp several Christmas Gift images from the Peaceful Pines set; cut out with Big Shot and put aside. 
4. Stamp “Tis the Season” saying in Cherry Cobbler ink, use your Blender Pen to remove the ink from the 

stars; re-color with a Garden Green Marker.   Stamp onto Very Vanilla Scrap and use a layering circle 
framelit to cut out.  Cut out another larger layering circle in Cherry Cobbler and adhere the two together. 

5. Cut a piece of scrap Soft Suede cardstock for the tree trunk, I cut mine to be slightly narrower at the top 
of the trunk than the bottom.  Ink up the Hardwood stamp with Soft Suede and ink the tree trunk. 
 
 
 
 

Supplies 
 
Stamps: 
139728 Peaceful Pines Photopolymer 
133035 Hardwood background stamp (Clear) 
133032 Hardwood (wood) 
 
Paper:  
119685 Cherry Cobbler (4 ¼” x 11”) BASE 
101650 Very Vanilla (4” x 5 1./4”) 
101650 Very Vanilla scrap 
132622 Gold Foil Sheets (scrap piece) 
115318 Soft Suede Scrap 
 
Ink: 
126966 Cherry Cobbler  
126973 Garden Green  
126978 Soft Suede                                                                                                  
 
Other: 
141628 This Christmas Specialty DSP 
131262 Regal Collection Stampin’ Write Markers 
             (Cherry Cobbler/Garden Green) 
139665 Perfect Pines Framelits 
141705 Layering Circles Framelits 
104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals 
103683 Mini Glue Dots 
102300 Bone Folder 
141634 Holly Embossing Folder 
102845 Blender Pen 
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Origami Tree: 
 

Cut four square pieces of DSP:  3”, 2 ½”, 2” and 1 ½” 
 

Start with the larger DSP Square if this is your first time making an Origami Paper 
Tree.  Use your bone folder to make crisp creases.   

 
a. Fold square diagonally from one corner to the opposite corner; and 

again from other corner to opposite corner (see Tutorial Video)   If you 
open paper up you should have two folded creases forming an “X”; there 
are four triangles in this “x”.   Pinch the sides in and match the front 
triangle to the back to create a smaller triangle.  (see pic) 

 
b. Fold left flap toward the center of triangle and crease; do the same with 

the right side. You should end up with a piece looking like this picture. 
 

c. Do this with all four pieces of DSP. 
 

 
Putting it all together: 
 

6. Assemble Origami Tree starting with the smallest triangle piece (top of tree) 
and adhere to card front.  (My tree was adhered centered right so that I could add the sentiment at the 
top left; I would dry fit the tree before permanently adhering)  Insert second smallest triangle into top 
triangle and adhere; and again with the third.  Before you adhere the last portion of the tree; adhere 
stamped tree trunk under last origami triangle then adhere last piece to tree to finish.   

 
7. Add presents under the tree and saying to top left of card to finish off. 

 
  

 


